The role of the supporting medium of water molecules in some protein activities is examined under different aspects as in the cases of a monomeric peptide, the basic fibroblast growth factor, of a dimeric peptide, the human neutrophil peptide 3, of a peptide that acts in non-aqueous environment, the gramicidin A dimer, of a water molecule present in the binding of a co-factor in a phospholipase peptide, and under the general point of view of the hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties described by a hydropathy scale. These examples illustrate the importance of water in the hydrogen bond formation that is, of main importance in keeping the peptide structures that cannot be defined without the water contributions. The conclusions confirm that living systems are like they are because water is an outstanding and abundant molecule present everywhere in living matter.
Introduction
Almost all mechanisms occuring in the cells depend on proteins [1] - [6] that constitute most of biological macromolecules providing large variety of functions [2] - [4] . Their importance can be emphazised by noting that the genetic information is fundamentally expressed as protein molecules [5] - [7] . Specific DNA segments contain the genetic information on the peptide amino acids sequence. Thousands of different proteins in the cells, precisely codified by the genes, realize specific functions. The individuality of the proteins is directly related with their threedimensional structure that provides the ideal conditions for realizing correctly their functions [8] . However, in spite of the importance of the proteins in the celular life, the role of the supporting medium, in particular of the solvent molecules, i.e. the water molecules, is equally important because they constitute the most part of the cell, about 70%, and because the contribution of the water molecules is essential in the peptide activities [9] . The water molecules [10, 11] , beyond the small mass, present high multipolar moments that contribute to the formation of hydrogen bonds, HB. Consequently, the water molecules perform an essential structural role in the organization and activity of the biological medium. Many of the protein activities depend on the protein stability, on associations with other proteins or ligands while the catalytic activity depend on the structure, on thermodynamic and dynamic properties, properties that are deeply influenced by the solvent.
All the most important biological molecules like peptides, saccharides, nucleic acids have the common feature that they contain hydrogen-bonding functional groups [8] . The hydrogen bonds have some interesting features like: (i) low enthalpy formation, about 20% of the chemical bond enthalpy; (ii) total unspecificity; (iii) the association, or dissociation, of molecules through HB are fast enough to permit to check their formation and to correct misformations. The large number of HB, that are generally present between water and biological materials, result in the high specificity of the HB networks which include intra and intermolecular bonds.
In the present paper, the role of the water molecules in the intermolecular HB formations in biological media will be described by means of some typical examples. In the resulting analysis, the consequences of the water molecules participation on the peptide structures will be investigated as well. The direct role of the water molecules in the definition of protein structures will be examined in a first example as the case of a monomeric peptide, the basic fibroblast growth factor, in a second example as the case of a dimeric peptide, the human neutrophil peptide 3. The third analysis will focuse a peptide that acts in non-aqueous environment, the gramicidin A dimer and, as a fourth example, the role of a water molecule present in the binding of the co-factor will be analyzed in the phospholipase A2 case. The final example will be the analysis of a hydropathy scale that is a scale helpfull in the determination of three-dimensional structures of the peptides since it makes a relationship between the affinity of the individual amino acid residues and their location in a proteic structure.
Material

The basic fibroblast growth factor
The function of the growth factors peptides is to induce their specific target cells to grow and/or to make a differentiation. The first step in their activity is to bind to heparin or to the heparan sulfate chains of proteoglycans located on the cell-surface receptor [2] - [4] . The basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF or FGF-2) is a mitogenic, neurotrophic, and angiogenic polypeptide that is a member of a protein family containing until the present nine known different species (constituting the FGFs family) that interact with three, related but distinct, receptors [13, 14] . Several members of the FGFs family are oncogenes: the angiogenic properties of bFGF suggest an involvement in tumor growth and cancer. The basic fibroblast growth factor also has wound healing properties that made it an attractive candidate as a therapeutic drug. Even though the three-dimensional structure of bFGF has been recently elucidated relatively little is known about its structure-function relationship. Two regions in the primary structure of the 155 amino acid bFGF have been proposed to be involved in the receptor-binding and mitogenic activity of this factor. These regions correspond to residues 33-77 and 115-124 [6, 12, 16] .
The secundary structure of bFGF comprises twelve antiparallel β strands arranged in a pattern with approximate threefold internal symmetry [6, 12, 16] . The strands are numbered sequentially from the amino terminus. The β strands 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 12 form a six stranded antiparallel β barrel that is closed at one end by β sheet interactions involving strands 2, 3, 6, 7, 10 and 11. The threedimensional structure of the basic fibroblast growth factor is displayed in Fig. 1 . 
The defensin HNP-3
Antibacterial cationic peptides are important components of the innate defenses of all species of life [17] . Most of them interact with the bacterial membranes by disrupting the order of the phospholipid bilayer, causing loss of membrane integrity [18] - [20] . Two main mechanisms have been suggested for peptide permeation of the bacterial membrane: (i) the barrel-stave mechanism, where bundles of peptides form transmembrane pores through the bacterial membrane [21] and (ii) the carpet-like mechanism, where membrane destruction/solubilization occurs via parallel binding of the peptides to the bacterial membrane, covering the membrane in a carpet like manner [22] .
The human neutrophil peptide 3, HNP-3, is a member of the α-defensin family, one of the most common classes of cationic antimicrobial peptides [21, 23] - [26] . The primary structure of HNP-3 is displayed in the Fig. 2 . The common structural feature of the α-defensin family is a hydrogenbonded pair of antiparallel β−strands (strands 2 and 3) connected by a short turn to form a β−hairpin. The crystal structure of HNP-3 [26] shows a dimeric structure formed by two monomers connected by their β− hairpin regions through HB. The resulting quaternary structure is a sixstranded β−sheet (Fig. 3 ) stabilized by HB, six disulfide bridges and hydrophobic contacts. Moreover, the crystallographic analysis shows ordered internal water molecules stabilizing the peptide structure [26] . The tertiary structures of the two monomers, monomer 1 and monomer 2, are slightly different. 
The gramicidin A
The dimer gramicidin A (GA) is a 30 amino acid residues peptide with antibiotic properties that is produced by Bacillus brevis. GA is active against Gram-positive bacterial membranes [27, 28] by forming one of the best-characterized ion channels. The GA channel increases the membrane permeability to water molecules and to monovalent ions [2] - [4] . It has been used as a model for ion channels in numerous experimental and theoretical studies. It has been accepted that GA is a N-terminal to N-terminal right handed β-helix dimer during the channel formation [4, 29, 30] . GA is constituted by an amino acid residues sequence where D and L configurations are alternated. The N-terminus is formylated and the C-terminus is bound to an ethanolamine group. The secundary structure is depicted in the Fig. 4 . The GA biological activity is intimately related to its structure so that it may be influenced by different factors such as the nature of the solvent [8, 31] - [34] . Consequently the importance of the water molecules in the maintenance of the structure of the GA in the active form is a main object of study. 
Phospholipases A2
Phospholipases A2 (PLA2 EC 3.1.1.4) catalyze the hydrolysis of the sn-2 acyl bonds of sn-3 phospholipids. Snake venoms constitute a rich source of PLA2 with several structural and functional diversity [35] . The classification of venom PLA2s into two classes is based on the basis of primary structure [36] . Classes I/II snake venom PLA2s display several pharmacological properties [37] . The structural basis of the catalytic function involves the highly conserved active site residues His48, Asp49, Tyr52 and Asp99, in which the essential Ca 2+ co-factor is bound to Asp49 and to carbonyl main chain oxygen atoms of the aptly named calcium binding loop. A schematic diagram of the interaction between phospholipase A2 and a phospholipid is observed in Fig.  5 [38] . The mechanism of action of phospholipase A2 involves a His48 and Asp99 catalytic diad that activates one water molecule (into the dashed circle in Fig. 5 ) for nucleophilic attack on the ester while Ca 2+ stabilizes the oxyanion transition state [38] . A sub-family of catalytically inactive PLA2s has been characterized with Asp49 substituted by Lys49. The presence of the NH + 3 group of Lys49 makes impossible the binding of the Ca 2+ co-factor resulting in the lack of catalytic activity. However, despite the lack of catalytic activity, these Lys49-PLA2 homologues retain a Ca 2+ independent membrane damaging activity. In spite of the lack of catalytic activity be related in many works, some papers refute this fact and report a residual catalytic activity [39, 40] . Furthermore, as such as in the case of other snake venoms, PLA2s isolated from snake venom, Lys49-PLA2s, also processes combined myotoxic and cytolytic pharmacological activities. The general structure of the Lys49-PLA2s monomer is showed in the Fig. 6 . The catalytic site, formed by the four residues His48, Lys49, Tyr52 and Asp99, is sheltered by two antiparallel α-helices. The Lys49-PLA2s side chain N atom of the Lys49 residue is located exactly at the same position occupied by the Ca 2+ ion in the active site of the Asp49-PLA2s [35] . Studies of site-directed autogenesis realized with porcine pancreatic PLA2, in which Asp49 is substituted by Lys49, have suggested that the Lys49 side chain N atom sterically hinders the binding of the essential co-factor Ca 2+ [35] . The C-terminal region and a single double-stranded β-sheet are linked by disulphide bridges. Several studies have identified amino acid clusters located in the active site and lipid substrate binding regions [35] however the mechanisms of myotoxic and cytolytic activities of Lys49PLA2s are still unknown. Myotoxin II, (BaspMT-II), isolated from Bothrops Asper, is a basic dimeric Lys49-PLA2s. Molecular simulation was employed to study the hydration structure and the structural changes in monomer of the BaspMT-II.
An amphipathy scale
Considering the fundamental importance in the knowledge of the structure of proteins to understand their functions, notable efforts have been dedicated to predict and to elucidate the three-dimensional shape of amino acids sequences. Some works were directed to the analysis of the protein's hydrophobicity using amphipathy scales that show the relative hydrophobicity of amino acids. In these researches, different pathways were pursued based on: the transfer free energies [41] - [43] , the accessible amino acid surfaces in proteins [44] , statistical techniques using soluble proteins [45] , the interactions between amino acids [46] , the modification of existent experience based data scales [47] , statistical methods using membrane proteins [48] , etc. In some of the above cited cases, different procedures were used: for example, the determination of the free energy of transfer was determined using water and different solvents. The transfer free energy was obtained from the equilibrium between water solutions and: ethanol or dioxane [41] , Nmethylacetamine [42] and n-octanol or palmitoyloleoylphosphocholine solutions [43] .
It can be noted from the analysis of the amphipathy scales that the hydrophobicities of the amino acids are lacking of uniformity because the residue hydrophobicity is too much correlated with the different kind of methods used in its determination. In the light of the general observation that the interior of soluble proteins is predominantly composed by hydrophobic amino acids, while the hydrophilic side chains are preferentially located on the external surface of the proteins where they are free to interact with the solvent molecules, the present example shows how it is possible to elaborate a new amphipathy scale that determines in situ the hydrophobicity of amino acids in water by molecular simulation without using any arbitrary equilibrium. It is highly probable that molecular simulation is to be considered as the good method to weigh correctly the hydrophobicity of the amino acids because this technique is able "to reproduce" the environment protein-water as so as characteristics that depend on the physical and chemical properties of water [49, 50, 51, 52] .
Method
All the results were obtained from molecular simulation using the molecular dynamics method [53] - [55] . The simulated systems consist of the solute molecule(s) immersed in water molecules or in a mixed medium water-carbon tetrachloride in the GA case. The solvent concentrations were adjusted to match, in the pure solvent regions, the experimental solvent density. In the aqueous phases, ions were introduced to neutralize electrically the system. The periodic boundary conditions and minimum image convention were applied [53] - [55] . The Gromos96 force field was used to model all the molecules and interactions [56] including the spc/e model for water molecules. The bond lengths were controlled using the SHAKE constraint algorithm [55] as so as to maintain the rigidity of the solvent molecules. Experimental X-ray or NMR data were used as initial guess for the peptides coordinates excluding in the amphipathy calculations that start with random configurations. The molecular dynamic simulations were conducted at 298 K during 2.0 to 4.0 ns after relaxing the systems. The equations of motion were integrated using the Verlet algorithm with a 2.0 fs time step. A cut-off was applied at 1.0 nm and a generalized Poisson-Boltzmann cavity field method was used to take into account the long-range interactions corrections [57] .
The intermolecular HB were characterized by two criteria. The first one is based on the radial distribution function profiles, rdf. The rdf g A,O (r) and g B,H (r) must present a clear definition of a peak in an appropriate region defined by the nature of A, or B, if A and B are respectively a positively and a negatively charged solute atom. The water oxygen and hydrogen atoms are labeled O (Ow) and H (Hw) respectively. Simultaneously, a second criterion was applied to define the intermolecular HB: the distribution of the interaction energies between the solute atoms and the solvent molecules, the pair energy distributions, P(E), must present a peak, or a shoulder, in the attractive region [58, 59] . The number of HB, n HB , on the chosen atoms was calculated from the usual integration of the rdf up to its first minimum and by the number of water molecules that generates the P(E) peak exclusively if it is located in the attractive energy region. In some cases, when only a shoulder in P(E) is observed in place of a peak, n HB was calculated taking into account all the solvent molecules that have presented interaction energies with the selected solute atom, lower, or equal, to -5.0 kcal/mol. The values of n HB obtained from both procedures are highly consistent. The mean energy of the intermolecular HB, E HB , is also consistently obtained from P(E). The intramolecular HB were detected by two criteria: maximum of the radial distribution function (rdf) at a maximum hydrogen-acceptor distance of 0.235nm and an occurrence fraction, Fr, larger than 0.1. The structural stability of the protein was monitored by means of the root mean square deviation (rmsd ).
Results and discussion
The basic fibroblast growth factor
The initial structure used in the simulation is the structure obtained by X-ray crystallographic difraction (pdb code: 1BFF[60]). As a first analysis, the structural stability of bFGF was investigated from the rmsd data that are ploted in Fig. 7 . The rmsd calculated using the X-ray structure as the reference. These data show that the simulated structures are very similar to the experimental one confirming that the simulation data are reliable for an investigation of the bFGF structure. The backbone hydration was analysed by considering the carbonyl CO and amide NH atoms that are hydrogen bonded to water molecules. Similar conclusions are given by the analysis of the rdfs and P(E) distributions in the case of intermolecular HB formation.The g CO,H (r) are characterized by a first peak with a maximum located at 1.80-1.90Å, while the g N H,O (r) feature first peaks with maxima at 1.75-2.00Å. The CO P(E) distributions present a peak in the intermolecular attractive region with maxima located around -6 kcal/mol. However, in some cases, the CO-water pair energies give rise to distributions with a shoulder in the intermolecular attractive region instead of a peak. The results for n HB , shown in Figs. 8 and 9, indicate that 52% of the CO and and 30% of the NH atoms of the bFGF forms intermolecular HB. The degree of exposition to the solvent of the bFGF side chains is appropriately described focusing on the interaction of polar or charged groups with water molecules. As such as it was found in the backbone hydration, each functional group exhibits a solvation pattern characterized by rdfs with similar profiles and peak positions. However, these rdf differ in intensity. The hydratation of the lateral chains was analyzed considering only the polar lateral chains, charged or not, since no intermolecular HB were found in the apolar side chains.
The g HZ,O (r) for the lysine residues HZ atoms exhibit similar profiles featured by peaks with maxima at 1.95 -2.00 A. The g HE,O (r) and g HH,O (r) functions HE and HH arginine atoms present distinct profiles indicating that the hydration structures around the NH and NH2 groups are different. In the cases of the arginine residues, the HE-Ow rdfs present similar first peaks located at 2.05Å. In the HH-OW rdfs peaks were observed with maxima at 1.90Å. The pair energy distributions for the interactions between water molecules and the HZ, and HE/HH atoms of the lysines and arginines, respectively, reveal that these interaction energies span from -6.5 to 8.75 kcal/mol. The OE1-Hw, OE2-Hw, OD1-Hw, OD2-Hw rdfs for the aspartic and glutamic acid carboxylate oxygen atoms present a first peak at 2.00Å and 2.05Å, respectively. The corresponding interaction energies give rise to distributions that span from -10 to -9 kcal/mol, characterized by peaks in the region of attractive interactions. The carboxyl groups of the aspartic and glutamic acids are similarly solvated as such as the solvations of their amino groups are similar.
The hydration structures of the hydroxyl groups of the serine, tyrosine, threonine residues exhibit similar patterns. Analysis of the rdfs OH-Hw presents peaks at 1.75Å. The HH-Ow rdfs present a striking sharp first peak at 1.85 -2.05Å indicating a strong hydrogen bond. The pair energy distributions for the OH atoms reveal that their hydrogen bonds with water molecules at energies in the range from -9.5 kcal/mol. The pair energy distributions for the HH atoms occur through energies in the range from -8.3 to -13.5 kcal/mol.
The number n HB of the side chain atoms indicate that some side chains atoms are involved in both intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogens bonds. In these cases, the hydration numbers are smaller than the hydration numbers of the atoms that are only hydrogen bonded to water, Figs. 8 and 9.
The reasons of the structural stabilization of bFGF are clear from the detailed analysis of the set of intermolecular hydrogen binding. The structural stabilization promoted by the HB intramolecular were complemented by the interactions with solvent. The nucleus of bFGF is practically inaccessible to the solvent while the external region of this globular protein is in immediate contact with the solvent since 76.7% of the residues of bFGF are solvated. These residues can be divided in a group of 36.6% that makes only intermolecular HB while the other 40,1% are involved in both intra and intermolecular HB. The external surface of the protein is rich in hydrophilic and charged amino acids, in particular lysine, arginine, glutamic acid and aspartic acid residues. Consequently the intense hydration of the residues promotes the existence of a peptide/solvent interface where the intermolecular HB insert the surface structure of the protein in the water HB network resulting in a good stabilization of the protein/water contacts. The amide and carboxyl terminal group are ionized at physiological pH and strongly solvated. Hydroxyl groups are present in many solvated side chains contributing by means of intermolecular HB formed to the more attractive intermolecular energies. These energies are so attractive that they surpass the energies of the hydrogen bonds between water molecules in pure water phase [10, 11] . The hydration of the hydroxyl groups is therefore a decisive factor in the stabilization of bFGF in aqueous solution.
The defensin HNP-3
The structural organization due to the water near the peptide interface together with intramolecular HB were found to stabilize the crystal structure. The intramolecular HB are:
The polar amino acids side chains are directed to the polar solvent in aqueous solution differently of the intramolecular HB found in the crystal structure (Fig. 10 , crystal structure, and Fig. 11, aqueous solution structure) . In solution, the donor and acceptor atoms are involved in intermolecular HB with water molecules disrupting the HB found in solid state. The n HB values of the polar side chain groups in the monomer 1, Figs. 12-15, indicate that each peptide atom exhibits its own hydration shell. Similar results are observed with the monomer 2. The HNP-3 aqueous solution structure shows that the six Arg residues (Arg6, Arg15 and Arg16 of the both monomers) form an equatorial ring around the dimer, while the apolar side chains of Tyr17, Tyr22, Trp27, Phe29, Cys5 and Cys20 are interacting with each other, repeling water molecules, resulting in a hydrophobic core (Fig. 11) . The hydrophobic mini-channel (Fig. 16) , that completely crosses the dimer, does not contain conserved or structural water molecules. However, the presence of the hydration water molecules at the beginning (Asp2 and Tyr4) and at the end (Tyr17 and Tyr22) of the mini-channel preserves the dimer stability. The existence of a hydrophobic mini-channel stabilized by hydration molecules at both ends, in its turn, stabilizes the overall quaternary structure of the defensin. Such quaternary structure probably can be easily destroyed when the exposed polar groups begin to interact with membrane surfaces damaging the bilayers structures. Figure 10 . The HNP-3 crystal structure. The polar amino acids are displayed. Figure 11 . The structure of HNP-3 in aqueous solution with the display of the polar amino acids. The polar side chains, involved in intramolecular HB in the crystal structure, are directed to the polar solvent in the aqueous medium, where they form an equatorial ring around the dimer. The selected g A,O (r) and g B,H (r) and corresponding P(E) profiles ( not shown ) indicate that the polar side chains of many amino acids present well defined hydration shells. The spatial arrangement of the cationic residues on the peptide surface enhances the action of the hydrophobic forces in the dimer inner region. Hydrophobic interactions are usually thought as resulting from a partial reversal of the solvation process that can be seen as due to the weak exposure or the lack of exposure of apolar groups to the water phase with mini-channel the consequently unfavorable entropy contribution to the free energy of solvation, is minimized. The HNP-3 amphiphilic character is probably the key of the affinity of this peptide, and other of the same class, to negatively charged bacterial membranes.
The gramicidin A
The initial structure of the GA used in the simulations was obtained by NMR in dimyristoilphosphatidilcoline bilayer (DMPC) [29] , pdb code: 1MAG [60] . The simulated system was constituted by a GA dimer and a mixture of polar (water) and apolar (carbon tetrachloride) solvents. This system intends to mimic internal apolar region of the biological membranes and their polar neighborhoods. The simulation box was divided in three slices containing the apolar phase in the central slice and the polar phases in the two other slices. The central part of the simulation box embodies the GA channel structure excepting the ethanolamine polar groups ( −N H − CH 2 CH 2 OH ) that must remain in contact with the aqueous phase.
The Fig. 17 represents the last configuration of the system obtained by simulation that presents a rmsd from the respective experimental starting structure of 0.16nm characterizing the structural conservation of the peptide. The GA dimer forms a structure that passes through the apolar phase connecting the two aqueous phases. This structure is a channel since a row of water molecules occupies its center, Fig. 18 . These water molecules are aligned in such a way that they are connected by HB. The water molecule trajectories indicate that their residence time inside the channel is about 0.26ns signaling a constant exchange of water molecules between the internal part of the channel and the water phase. The HB formed by the water molecules, that are inside the channel, with the oxigen atoms of the CO and NH atoms present E HB , between -7.0 and -11.0 kcal/mol.The E HB of the oxigen and hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl groups present in the ethanolamine group are found around -9.7 kcal/mol and -15.7 kcal/mol, respectively. These intermolecular HB are consequently an important stabilizing factor of the channel structure in its active form. The stability of the structure generated during the simulation can be evaluated by monitoring of the intramolecular HB involving the oxigen and hydrogen atoms of the polar groups in all residues. It can be concluded that the GA channel structure is maintained in its active form by the stabilizing effects due to the intermolecular HB with water molecules and by direct interaction between the monomers. The datas relative to the intermonomer HB are presented in Table 1 where it can be seen that the intermonomer HB were detected during more than 70% of the time indicating that the dimer structure exhibits a high stability. These HB stabilize both the internal region of the channel as so as its contacts with the aqueous phase at both ends. The maintenance of the intramolecular HB network is enough to characterize the stability of the channel structure in the active form. The structural stability is a consequence, among other factors, of the intermolecular interactions in which the water molecules carry out the important function of stabilizing the peptide main chain. 
The myotoxin II
The trajectory of BaspMT-II reveals that its structure remains highly stable after 0.5 ns because the rmsd oscillates near 3.0nm, The stabilization of the helices is better observed from the improvement of the helix-I and II secondary structures according to the Ramachandran dihedral angles criteria [4] . Another point of improvement of the secondary structure is a new short helix formed by four residues (115-118) with charged side chains located in the C-terminal region. The β-wing and C-terminal loop are the most hydrated regions on account of the presence of charged side chains exposed to the solvent, Fig. 20 . The Lys49 charged group N H + 3 is directed to the calcium binding loop with the three hydrogen atoms hydrogen bonded with three water molecules. In the final structure of the simulation, one of these water molecules is hydrogen bonded with the ND1 atom of the His48 residue. An HB network is observed around these water molecules. These results are supported by the n HB of the hydrogen atoms of the N H + 3 group in Lys49 and of the ND1 atom of His48. The water molecule that is hydrogen bonded with the ND1 atom of the His48 residue is an hydration water molecule (W-His48). The HB network, located into hydrophobic channel, has an essential role in the stabilization of the local structure. The water molecule, W-His48, detected in the catalytic site, is the molecule shown into the circle in the Fig. 5 . The localization of W-His48 is in agreement with the experimental results [38] and with the mechanism proposed to explain the catalytic activity [35, 38] . Other water molecules can also be identified in the channel forming a HB network with WHis48.
The simulation showed that the W-His48 is present in the Lys49 PLA2s, as is Asp49 PLA2s. Consequently, the presence of W-His48 cannot guarantee the ability to catalyze. The lack of the catalytic activity in the Lys49 PLA2s is explained by the existence of a N H The structure of the myotoxin II is stabilized in great part by intramolecular HBs. Parts of the secondary structure are stabilized by intermolecular HBs excepting the helix-2 and helix-3. The local structure of the hydrophobic channel is stabilized by a HB network. The maintenance of the WHis48 plays an important role in the structure and function of both PLA2s, Lys49 PLA2 and Asp49 PLA2. The Ca 2+ co-factor is essential to realize the catalyze, but it is not essential to stabilize the structure of the Lys49 PLA2s.
An amphipathy scale
In order to determine a hydrophobicity scale, molecular simulations of small peptides in spc/e water were performed with small peptides like aa (1aa), Gly − aa − Gly (3aa) and Gly − Gly − aa − Gly − Gly (5aa), where aa corresponds to the amino acids commonly found in the protein primary structures. The amino acid glycine was used as reference because its side chain is constituted by only one hydrogen atom that is unable to interact strongly with other atoms. The mean configurational energies peptidewater molecules were focused for all the peptides. They can be splitted in two parts: the backbone average configurational energy, E bb (iaa) with i ≡1, 3 or 5, and side chains average configurational energy, E sc (iaa).
The values of E bb (1aa), E bb (3aa) and E bb (5aa) listed in Table 2 indicate that the backbone configurational energy are somewhat constant since it does not depend on the nature of the central aa residue. The E bb (1aa) average is equal to (-113,2±6,8) kcal/mol, (-224,8±6,1) kcal/mol for E bb (3aa) and (-231,9±14,3) kcal/mol in the E bb (5aa) case. Of course, deviations of E bb (iaa) from the average are observed being the larger deviation observed with the proline amino acid because its side chain is a cycle and the hybridization of the N atom of its main chain is sp 2 not sp 3 as for the other amino acids since the N -terminal of proline is an imino not an amino group so that proline would be more correctly classified as an imino acid. In this way, the lack of one hydrogen atom bonded to the nitrogen atom in the proline amino acid results in less atractive E bb (i Pr o). From these results, it is obvious that the chemical characteristics of side chain of the residues have only a little influence on the intramolecular interaction energies of the backbone atoms. Until the present, nothing can be said on the side chains configurational energies that, nevertheless, must be fully responsible for the hydrophobicity of amino acids. The values of E sc (1aa), E sc (3aa) and E sc (5aa) are listed in Table 3 . They are quite invariable in function of the number of Gly residues in the peptides 1aa, 3aa and 5aa. The model 1aa, 3aa and 5aa peptides are small so that they are unable to protect their hydrophobic side chains from direct interactions with the solvent. Table 4 lists the average values, < E sc >, of E sc (1aa), E sc (3aa) and E sc (5aa). Consistently with our model, < E sc >= 0 for the glycine amino acid where the side chain is a hydrogen atom not explicitly identified in the Gromos96 force field [56] . From a single inspection of Table 4 is can be seen that the amino acids can be grouped in 3 sets: one where the amino acids with energies < E sc > between 0 and -7 kcal/mol are put together constituting the group of the apolar amino acids. The second group aggregates the polar amino acid with < E sc >found in the range −12 to -25 kcal/mol. The last group is the group of charged polar amino acid: their < E sc > energies are in the -60 to -115 kcal/mol range. It is interesting to note that the Gromos96 force field [56] is consistent with the fact that the phenilalanine and tryptophan amino acids are weakly polar so that a charge less than 0.2e is attributed to the aromatic hydrogen atoms. Moreover, the three-dimensional structure of the proteins depends not solely on the hydrophobicity of the side chains but depends also on the steric effects due to the different extensions of the space hindered by the different secondary structures in the interior of proteins [61, 62] .
As a final classification, the results listed in The < E sc > of the amino acids put together are very close. The < E sc > side chain energies configurational present some advantages when compared with other amphipathy scales:
1. they consider the amino acids when they are bonded with other residues forming peptide chains; 2. they analyse the complete interation between the solvent and the amino acids (backbone and side chain); 3. they are able to reproduce exactly the environment amino acid-water; 4. they do not depend on unclear differences of standard free energies; 5. they do not depend on hypothesis frequently included in many amphipathy scale determination.
Nevertheless, the quality of the present results has to be confirmed by analyzing the interaction energies between the solvent and the side chains of proteins in aqueous phases and comparing these results with present < E sc > scale. For this analysis, the next proteins used were: basic fibroblast growth factor [63] , defensin [26] , gramicidin [64] and two conotoxins [65, 66] . The mean side chain-solvent configurational energies obtained with these proteins will be called < E proteins >. The correlation between < E proteins > and < E sc > is presented in Fig. 21 where the correlation coeficient is equal to 0.97. The absolute values of < E sc > are always larger than the absolute values of < E proteins > because the access of the solvent to the side chains is always more hindered in the real structures than in the 1aa, 3aa and 5aa model peptides. Consequently, the solvent molecules are always localized at distances such that the configurational intermolecular energies are always less atractive in the protein case. The intermolecular configurational energies for the side chain of each residue of the basic fibroblast growth factor (E 1BF F ) are plotted in Fig. 22 as a function of the position of the residue. It can be noted that some re-gions present less attractive energies, they are specifically the regions 36-40, 61-65, 69-73, 108-114, 119-126 and 144-152. It is interesting to observe that these regions are hydrophobic regions localized in the interior of basic fibroblast growth factor. The regions shown in Fig. 23 are hydrophilic regions situated on the external part of the basic fibroblast growth factor. It is, consequently, clear that parts of secundary structures can be predicted from the < E sc > scale. Figure 22. The sequence of the < Esc > in the fibroblast growth factor primary structure. The gray regions are the hydrophobic regions.
Conclusion
In this paper, important features of the role of water in the protein activity were presented and discussed. The fundamental function of the intermolecular HB in the tertiary and quaternary protein structures was described focusing the maintenance of local structures as so as the insertion of the peptides into the larger, and very stable, HB network formed by the interactions between the solvent molecules. The examples proposed to enlight the water importance are clear in the aspects that HB are of main importance considering that:
1. the basic fibroblast growth factor is unable to define its tertiary structure without the solvent contribution since only β-strands, and no disulfide brigde, are present in its structure;
2. the importance of the water molecules is enhanced in considering the dimer defensin where the hydrophobic channel is stabilized by water molecules at both ends. The immediate consequence is that highly reactive polar and charged side chain groups are firmly exposed to external interactions;
3. the same stabilizing influence of the water molecules are observed in the case of the gramicidin channel since both interior region and mouthes suffer the influence of the water that can pass through the channel as it must occur as well when gramicidin forms a channel in bacterial membranes resulting in the loss of protoplasmic materials and in the dead of the bacteria;
4. the double function of a water molecule in the maintenance of the catalytic center structure and in the hydrolysis of the sn-2 acyl bonds of sn-3 phospholipids is outstanding in the phospholipase study;
5. finally a method based on objective simulation data has permitted to predict secondary peptide structures that are fundamental features in the protein activities.
All these examples on the role of the water molecules permit to confirm that the living systems are like they are because water is an outstanding and abundant molecule present everywhere in living matter. This is the reason why the water molecule can be baptized as the most important component in the living matter.
